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Foreword
A long, long time ago in the wide website world – during the star
festival of July 7, 1994 to be exact – I transmitted this short first message
to inaugurate an Internet haiku mailing list from our Shiki Team computer
server located at Matsuyama University in Japan.
Looking for you
across the Milky Way
no answers
At that time the number of websites around the world was relatively
small, and yet that debut message echoed and e–mailed haiku returned
from the heavens a million times over. I first received a haiku from
Bhubaneswar in 2011.
Bat-watch
twilight mingles
with darkness
It was e–mailed by a gentleman and scholar from the Indian Institute
of Technology, Dr Pravat Kumar Padhy, who modestly introduced
himself as a poet on scientific themes. It was followed by this superbly
flowing haiku.
Moon cycle—
waxing and waning
of light and dark
As curator for the Asahi Haikuist Network I felt these were
creations from a heaven–sent poet, by a man who believed that “poetry
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is the essence of human urge and awareness.” Therefore, I hastened
to publish his debut haiku on October 21, 2011.
rising moon
evening extends
to sky
Almost every fortnight since then, Pravat has been delighting readers
of the Asahi Haikuist Network, winning contests, and sharing his
creativity in dozens of other publications and journals around the world.
Befitting the title of this scintillating new haiku collection in 2019, Dr
Padhy has indeed created a Cosmic Symphony.

Prof. David McMurray
The International University of Kagoshima, Japan
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Preface
The earliest references of Astronomy are found in the Rigveda, the
ancient Indian literature (most likely 1500-1200 BCE) of Sanskrit hymns.
Astronomy (Nakshatravidya) is elaborated in the Chhandogya
Upanishad. The Vedic Seers in Sanskrit literature often cited the
cosmological references like the light in the sky, stars, planets etc.
Conceptualising time and space, Sri Aurobindo, a seer, poet and
philosopher in his epic poem Savitri writes:
All Time is one body, Space a single look:
There is the Godhead’s universal gaze
And there the boundaries of immortal Mind:
(Savitri 660)

Scientific dimension has been dreamt, in the line of ancient literature
from Upanishads, by the poet, Krishna Srinivas:
The story of Universe
is four-dimensional space:
all world-lines move a racing atoms,
racing beasts, racing stars,-Three in space and One in Time
(p. 52, Void)

Geoffrey Chaucer (1340-1400), regarded as the Father of English
Poetry, had portrayed the celestial citations as astronomical poetry.
Florence M. Grimm of the University of Nebraska has described (in
1919) the ‘Astronomical Lore in Chaucer’. He comments, “…It is not
astonishing, then, that the great monuments of literature in the medieval
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period and even much later are filled with astronomical and astrological
allusions; for these are but reflections of vital human interests of the times.
The greatest poetical work of the Middle Ages, Dante’s Divina Commedia,
is rich in astronomical lore, and its dramatic action is projected against a
cosmographical background reflecting the view of Dante’s contemporaries
as to the structure of the world. Milton, writing in the seventeenth century,
bases the cosmology of his Paradise Lost in the main on the Ptolemaic
system,…. The view of the universe which we find reflected in Chaucer’s
poetry is chiefly based on the Ptolemaic system of astronomy, though it
shows traces of very much more primitive cosmological ideas….”
Describing the stars are elsewhere said to be like small candles in
comparison with the moon and Chaucer writes:
“And cleer as (is) the mone-light,
Ageyn whom alle the sterres semen
But smale candels, as we demen.”
(Romaunt of the Rose, 1010-12)

Florence further adds, “The relative positions of the different planets
in the heavens are suggested by allusions to the different sizes of their
spheres and to their different velocities. Mars is to hurry until he reaches
Venus’ palace and then advances as slowly as possible, to wait for her.
Evidently, Chaucer was aware of the varying apparent velocities of
planetary motions”.
“That Mars shal entre, as faste as he may glyde,
Into hir nexte paleys, to abyde,
Walking his cours til she had him a-take,
And he preyde hirto haste hir for his sake.”
(Compleynt of Mars, 53-56).
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There has been a multitude flavor of examples of celestial objects
in the poetry of Geoffrey Chaucer, William Shakespeare, John Donne,
John Milton, William Wordsworth, P B Shelley, John Keats, W B Yeats,
T S Eliot, W H Auden, and others:
There was a time when meadow, grove, and stream,
The earth, and every common sight,
To me did seem
Appareled in celestial light,
(William Wordsworth, Intimations of Immortality)
Bright star! would I were steadfast as thou art—
Not in lone splendour hung aloft the night,
And watching, with eternal lids apart,
Like Nature’s patient sleepless Eremite,
(John Keats, Bright Star)
‘I’ll love you till the ocean
Is folded and hung up to dry
And the seven stars go squawking
Like geese about the sky.

(W H Auden, As I Walked Out One Evening)
The Eagle soars in the summit of Heaven,
The Hunter with his dogs pursues his circuit.
O perpetual revolution of configured stars,
O perpetual reference of determined seasons,
O world of spring and autumn, birth and dying!
(T. S. Eliot, The Rock)
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Haiku: A Scientific Art
Japanese literature is largely inspired by Chinese literature during
the Tang Dynasty (618-907) in China. Kojiki (712) and Nihonshoki (720)
are the books of the earliest Japanese mythology, history, and poems.The
word haiku is the combination of two different words haikai and hokku.
Haikai is a linked-verse (collaborative) in haikai no renga poetry style
developed during the Edo period (1602–1869). Haikai, a type of renga
poetry, consists of at least 100 verses in 5-7-5-7-7 pattern. Hokku is the
name given to the opening verse (5-7-5, go schichi go) and the last
two-line is known as wakiku. The book “Haikai-Shogaku-Sho” by Saito
To Kumato was published in 1641. Matsuo Basho (1644-1694) was the
pioneer of writing Hokku. Haiku consists of 17 ‘on’ or ‘morae’ (sound),
written in a vertical single line (top to bottom).Haiku poetry came into
existence from hokku of haikai. Masaoka Shiki named hokku as haiku
(ha-i-ku, 3-sound in Japanese) in 1892 and subsequently, it became
popular in the western world in form three horizontal lines in s/l/s format.
Japanese short-form of poetry is a gift to the world of literature. It
embodies a wide spectrum of entities comprising the beautiful nature,
human behaviour, diverse cultural and ethical values and zen-feeling.
The small poem, haiku, embraces the science of nature, the resonance
of senses (smell, vision, sound, and taste) that expresses the distinct
feeling of joyfulness and aesthetic ecstasy. Deeper in haiku writing and
its evaluation speak about the physics behind light and sound, the
chemistry of colour and aroma, and geological expression of the
landscapes by encapsulating the science of beautiful nature (kochofuei). It extends the relationship of reflection of nature with man’s social
behavior that often manifests the different aspects of Social science.
The reference to living creatures and seasonal assimilations are another
dimension of the science of habitation under an ideal environmental
ambiance with biological inheritance. The ethical (zen) feeling emblems
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a contemplation of spiritualism, the realization of self, being a part of
greater nature.
There has been a consistency coexistence of science and art in the
realm of poetry. The art of human philosophy, largely imaged in the
cognitive sphere, is boundless. Haiku has no beginning and no end. It is
an unfinished poem (seisensui) in the perennial search which is essentially
an urge of the concept of consciousness. Precisely so, there is no
uppercase at the beginning and no full stop at the end in haiku composition.
Traditionally in Japanese literature, haiku is written with 5-7-5 format
(with 17 ‘on’ or ‘morae’). These formats are indeed the phonic or
sound expression which is correlated to the science of sound. The
science of syllables (morae) counting in the original Japanese haiku
format can be viewed as a harmony of mathematics in haiku poetry, if
not exaggerated! And the contemporary schemata (s/l/s) is a simple
geometrical presentation of a simplified precision of 5-7-5 (go-shichigo) syllabic pattern.
The haiku contains two images, the “fragment” and the “phrase”
while writing in English with a causer or pause in between (Kireji).
The “Kireji” (the cutting word expressed as dash or ellipsis) is a
subconscious silence that explores the haiku feeling in the form of
juxtaposition or disjunction of the two images. The art of juxtaposition
(renso) is an exploration of reasoning. This poetic logic resides in
one’s imagism sensibility of behavioural processes. The basic
elements of haiku are the interaction of human brain waves about
the happenings in the surroundings and even about the imaginative
outer space. Hence scientifically the art of haiku writing is a way of
imaging around nature (kocho-fuei) , behavioural sense of man,
animal and non-living entities.
The fundamental elements (teikei) of haiku such as seasonal
reference (kigo), the surrealistic silence in the form of pause (kireji),
depth and mystery (yugen), contained space (ma), becomingness
(kokora), lightness (karumi) and creativeness (zoko) are the aesthetic
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assimilation of cognitive reflections of human being. The pause imbued
in haiku writing has a psychological imprint. This subconscious silence
or pause implies a cognitive process-response dialogue in the mind.
The science of thinking process imparts on the readers a deep
appreciation of poetic interpretation. The cultural reference along with
seasonal context (Kidai) is more of an anthropological assemblage of
human behaviour through time, and place and is well embedded in poetry,
more specifically in the classical haiku writings.
Celestial Science and Haiku Writing
The heavenly bodies related to astronomy, celestial or heavenly
phenomena (tensoo) have been included in the seven Japanese
categories of haiku and related kigo reference. There has been a wide
poetic citation of haiku with reference to heavenly bodies and cosmic
references.
According to Basho, there are two planes in haku: fueki ryuko ie.
Eternal and Current. The cosmic plane relates to haiku that is associated
with nature and landscape. Shiki in his classification mentions about
‘Nature and Celestial and Earthly’ aspects of haiku. He further adds
that the essence of haiku is beauty bi (positive beauty, sekkyokuteki
and negative beauty, shokyokuteki) in the relative sense, not in absolute.
The following classical hokku by Basho has a brilliant celestial
reference.
ara umi ya
sado ni yokotau
ama no gawa
rough sea !
Sado over stretch-across
heaven 's river
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R H Blyth translates it into English referring ‘heaven’s river’ as
‘The Milky Way’:
A wild sea,
And stretching out towards the island of Sado,
The Milky Way.
The science of haiku expression lies writing exactly what you see
as Shiki used the term as Shasei. Poet Federico Garcia Lorca could
come to know about haiku in early 1920 and when he was a student in
Madrid aptly wrote:
Some day…
You will leap from one star
to another.
Interestingly in the introduction to ‘Haiku in English, The First
Hundred Years’ (2013) Billy Collins concludes with:
“I want to end by stretching an analogy between haiku and physics.
Just as matter is composed of atoms, which give off a great energy
when accelerated to the point of collision, so time is made up of moments,
and when a single moment is perfectly isolated, another kind of cosmic
energy is released. I like to think of the haiku as a moment-smashing
device out of which arises powerful moments of dazzling awareness”.
Yasuomi Koganei in his article, “Haiku Poems” published in
Chrysanthemum No. 21. April 2016 says:
“Thus using haiku, an author can express his thoughts as well about
a landscape not existing on the Earth to easily appeal to readers’ neuron
circuits. In April 2014, NASA found underground water on Saturn II
Enceladus. It implies the possibility of life outside Earth. The universe
is filled with scenery not existing on the Earth and haiku may well be
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able to describe it in advance of being actually recognized by scientific
probe. In the future, sceneries in the universe may be normally described
in haiku, and I would like to read them by my own eyes, if possible”.
towards distant flashes
sailing along the Milky Way
reflected in the lake
Jane Reichhold in her book, “Bare Bones: School of Haiku”
mentions the ‘Celestial’ in haiku writing:
“You can organize your poems by the five seasons, divided by
mention of the season or its attributes; celestial – all the haiku about
skies, weather, stars, planets; terrestrial –references to parts of the
landscape; livelihood – human activities common to a certain season
including holiday activities; animals – ones associated with a certain
season; and plants - that reflect the season. Within these categories
one can arrange the subjects alphabetically”.
She further adds, “Many of the kigo for the season/climate category
(such as “bright skies” or “south wind”) could more accurately fit into
celestial phenomenon leaving a category free for emotional states, which
to me, are as much a part of any season as a bird or flower”.
Many poets explore the beauty of celestial science and correlate it
with profound interest and curiosity. One of the thrilling examples of
celestial connotation in haiku literature is Michael Dylan Welch’s poem:
meteor shower . . .
a gentle wave
wets our sandals
He says, “….. I hope you can feel the enthrallment with the
meteor shower, and then the surprise wetness from a wave, showing
how nature, in this case through the changing tide, caused by the
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gravitational pull of celestial objects, can touch us in unexpected
ways….”
My Experience
Alfred Tennyson, the Victorian-age famous poet, was a great
believer of science. He blended nature, scientific observations, and faith
in a holistic style in poetry. He reconciled science and faith in “In
Memoriam”:
“Give unto God what is God’s and unto science what is hers”.
Perennial search for life in other celestial bodies remains as an
ambition of mankind. During the early seventies, I had composed a
poem, “Saptarshi ra Satabdhi Prasna” (One Hundred Questions of
the Seven Stars) portraying time, space, and the celestial mystery. In
one of the speeches in a school function, I spoke about the relationship
between art and science: “The beauty of a flower is a divine art,
the colour is the physics, the aroma is its chemistry”. The essence of
poetry nestles in the diligent fragrance of the flower, simplicity of the
flow of the river, the gentle spread of leaves, calmness of the deep
ocean and embellishment of soothing shadow.
The poetic ecstasies and journey of human life are parallel and
perennial, beyond space and time. Quite often I experiment references
of celestial bodies to render another dimension to poetry writing.
We rush every moment
Into the cave of future
The universe extends
To the extension of time
And time nowhere ends to itself
Pan-continental Premier Poets: The Ninth Biennial Anthology, 19851986 (Eds. Bohumila Falkowski, Edwin A. Falkowski and Marie. L.
Nunn)
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One of my earliest poems,” Halley’s Comet” was published in
Canopy, March 1987, edited by I H Rizvi:
A perfection of creation
An edge
Of discipline
A torch of truth
Are at sight.
Yes!
In the sky high above
It is the
Halley’s Comet.
The poem, MAN-II, with envisaged images of alien, has been
portrayed with a message of peace from the other world. The poem
was first published in Poetry, vol. XIII, no. 1&2, 1988, edited by Niranjan
Mohanty and later included in the anthology, ‘ East-West Voices”, 1988,
edited by V S Skand Prasad.
Creatures, quite different from us,
Come from thousands of light year distance
And
Stand on their pointed legs
They look through their rounded eyes
………………….
………………….
Nodding their conical heads
They laugh for a while
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And fly away
Leaving a painting behind
“PEACE IS LOVE”
Will this world be able to discover?
The poem titled “The Other Being”, published in Kritya, Vol V, Part
III, edited by Rati Saxena, Aug 2009 and in Poetbay, 2010, edited by
Anna, paints the colour of astronomical science:
At times I wonder
Perhaps we are the
Living images
Of distance cosmic rays
At an imaginative focal length.
The haiku, with its simulation of poetic-science, many a time explore
the socio-cultural entities. It reflects the agony and quests for a better
side of living. We can create images of pleasure, anguish, sufferings
through the touch of scientific propensity. Based on the scientific inkling,
I tried to mingle the art of haiku writing with celestial objects. A few of
my haiku-like stanzas written in “Odia” appeared in the Deepti magazine,
under the short- verse sequences “Satyameba” (Truth Alone). The
translation of one of the poems, Jibanata (Life) is as follows:
half-moon in the sky
her body veiled in mixed
colours of clouds
Deepti, Vol.8, Issue III, Oct-Dec 1978
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Tanka and Celestial Reference
Tanka was originated in the 7th century AD in Japan and was known
as waka. Originally tanka was known as uta (song in Chinese). The
waka has been written on seasonal subjects (kidai). The schemata or
mora patterns follow 5-7-5-7-7 (known as ‘sanjuichi’). Later waka
was widely known as tanka, a five-line short song (during the postMeiji period), named by Masaoka Shiki in the 19th century.
The tanka, a five-line schemata (s/l/s/l/l), is divided into two strophes.
The first three lines of tanka are known as kami-no-ku and the last
two lines as shimo-no-ku. The art of image building in the two strophes
and the interrelationship with a twist by the pivot line (kakekatoba) or
the swing line (zeugma) make a tanka different from the conventional
five-line free verse.
The common observations are entwined towards the paradise of
planets and stars through literary firmament to translate the dream and
desire of mankind with beauty and beatitude. I have composed some
Astro-Tanka to stride a poetic shift of the human urge into the edge of
heavenly bodies. I tried to correlate the contemporary scientific
advancement and celestial references through some of my tanka poems
associated with philosophical image and socio-scientific issues.
I search the shadow of happiness
in my poetic science
within the metaphysical field:
the frequency
for the agony to heal
Indo-Anglo Tanka Society, UK, 2010
**** **** ****
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beauty of boundary
encircles the edge of space
we are amongst
the sun, moon and stars
at a kaleidoscopic distance
Diogen, February 2012
**** **** ****
cosmic call
for the earth scientists…
space ladder bridging
conference in Mars town
with the interstellar beings
Stacking Stones: An Anthology of Short Tanka Sequences, 2018
Aspiration of the common mass has been engaged by linking poetry
with outer space. Human emotion and aspiration, socio-religious concepts
and mythological lineages are assimilated with poetic expression.
the spider climbs
up the corner edge
on stepping stones
the handicapped boy
aims towards the starlit sky
Ribbons, Fall Issue, Vol. 9 No. 2, 2013
**** **** ****
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scars
on her face
I console
how the craters glorify
the whiteness of the moon
Stacking Stones: An Anthology of Short Tanka Sequences, 2018
**** **** ****
past, present and future
embedded in Krishna’s* mouth
the far off
dust, dark and dance of fire
through Hubble Space Telescope
* In the Hindu religious books, it is narrated how Lord Krishna
manifested the spectrum of the universe to his mother, Yashoda, by
opening his mouth.
Atlas Poetica 18, Summer Issue, 2014
**** **** ****
Nataraja*
in cosmic dance
God particles
sparkle the stillness
in the discovery tunnel
*Natraja is regarded as the cosmic dancer and is depicted of God
Shiva.
Atlas Poetica 18, Summer Issue, 2014
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The precision of the Japanese Short form of poem writing unveils
the unlimited scientific curiosity and explore the art of human feelings
with scientific and celestial juxtaposition. This imparts greater
inclusiveness in literary interpretation by imbibing the astronomical
science in the form of Astro-Haiku, Astor-Tanka at large. The celestial
entities can be broadly associated with poetic inquisitiveness, human
psychology and sensitiveness, historical events, spiritual credence, and
socio-cultural aspects.
On my haiku, “time and space/ life - a season of its/ own garden”,
Angela Leuck commented with appreciation: “I would love to make a
poster of it some day. I like to blend flower and garden photos together
with poetry…”
Appositely American expressionist painter, Jackson Pollock, says,
“I do not paint, I am nature”. With due respect to Pollock, in the same
breath, I solemnly submit: I do not write haiku, I am science! But I wish
to express that the science in haiku is not robotic, it unveils the sublime
sense of poetical elegance (fuga), aesthetic expression in natural
simplicity (wabi-sabi) and elusiveness with poetic sincerity (fuga no
makota).
With great reverence, I conclude with the haiku, the great master
Basho wrote four days before his heavenly journey: “Taken ill on a
journey, my dreams roam over moon”.
I wish a sacred scientific endeavour for mankind to build another
dream-home on the moon and beyond. The present collection, “Cosmic
Symphony” is a little step in accomplishing exploration of poetry through
time and space with poetic effervescence for the universal truism, here
and beyond.
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Tomorrow man may
Fly to Mars and beyond
I wish all to settle
And flourish as human alone
No caste, no religion
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milky way -lightning splits
the darkness
*****
murmuring river
in full moon night
stars take bath
*****
half-moon-the child wonders
the rest
*****
hope resides
life in space-sister earth
*****
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counting stars
I move around
the galaxy
*****
sunset
the birds return
with grey moon
*****
rising moon
evening extends
to sky
*****
lone candle-another solar system
brightened
*****
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end of year
celebrating the journey
around the sun
*****
weathercock-my finger points at
the north star
*****
blue earth-lone robot on
the moon
*****
sunrise-the morning enters
without a knock
*****
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357000 km
from blue earth to super moon-journey in darkness
*****
images of Mars
dreams of the river
continue to flow
*****
orange moon-the fruit vendor returns
with smiles
*****
early dawn hour
a gap in the milky way
first tooth fall
*****
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outer space-artist’s rendition
aliens in blue
*****
morning sun-the sunflower and I
turn up for breakfast
*****
liquid garden-sprinkles of sunlight
on coral blossoms
*****
early dawn-millions of stars
in dark
*****
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early dawn
the distant sun
in 8 minutes
*****
celestial thought
the moonflower on her
braided hair
*****
cream coffee
a close encounter
with the milky way
*****
morning yoga
a branch slowly twists
to the sun
*****
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crescent moon-the old man returns
from nowhere
*****
wall painting-sunflower faces
the other way
*****
deep dark space
many cosmic townships
with their own light
*****
spark of light
the shooting star
falls apart
*****
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millions of stars
in the summer sky-I walk by myself
******
early dawn
the half-veiled moon
at my window
*****
sunset…
unlike the other day
in the east
*****
black hole-mystery of the universe
gathers light
*****
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red moon-the soldier cleanses
his wounds
*****
love making-the moon leaning
over the tides
*****
morning sun-glacier melts away
its loneliness
*****
sunflower-the baby smiles back
at the sun
*****
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deep silence-planets move around
without noise
*****
beyond galaxy-the length of space
within you
******
open ground-I sit alone as the moon
moves away
*****
long walk-the slum boys stare at
the distant stars
*****
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black tea-I search in vain
the milky way
*****
solitary kite-the breeze moves
moonward
*****
castle thunder-the light vanishes
into darkness
*****
sunset-the stone rests
at bottom
*****
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a mid-night journey
my solitude shadow
walks with the stars
*****
painting
in black-moonset
*****
below
the lamp-total eclipse
*****
end of musical night the moon left alone
*****
hazy moon
the migrant leans
on his shadow
*****
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moonrise the sky from the oncology wing
*****
painting contest
the child puts a drop of water
on the Mars surface
*****
apple from the tree
a common fall
Newton’s law
*****
God particle
search for the mightiest
in the tiniest
*****
red moon
a cosmic painting
in progress
*****
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ancient atlas
our motherland called
Pangea
****
supermoon-the girls busy playing
basketball
*****
beyond skyline-the bird wings towards
a new sunrise
*****
Neil Armstrong-baby’s maiden walk
on bright moon day
*****
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thick clouds-a gap takes me
to the ocean
*****
creation is mystical
vast value of life
compressed in a seed
*****
sunlight-rain sprinkles
colours in sky
*****
early evening
the bat moves
moonward
*****
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orange sun-morning freshens with
sunflower
*****
morning walk-grandparents and children
with the sun
*****
starlit sky-feeling so close
to its vastness
*****
Christmas-one more lamp with
countless stars
*****
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crowing cocks reach the morning sun
*****
another sky-my shadow bites
a bit of your light
*****
bidding adieu-warmth of another
journey
*****
twilight hour
the starlit sky
in my garden
*****
old lake-I feel closeness
to full moon
*****
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sunrise-mother spreads
warmth of the day
*****
dark room-a streak of light points
to the sun
*****
climbing up
the coconut tree-a little closer to sky
*****
river bank
the saint chants
lifting the sun
*****
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googled for a word full of twinkling stars
*****
full moon
in spring sky
my mother and I
*****
sardine clouds
I feel a bit closer
to the sun
*****
deep darkness
I discover
the invisible
*****
floral appliques-my mother brings for me
the twinkling stars
*****
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solar eclipse
the diamond ring brightens
the shadow
*****
lunar eclipse
a moonflower
on my way
*****
selfie-the sky and I within
a closed frame
*****
countless stars
my folded hand
holds a few
*****
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enlightened...
the sunshine finds
its way
*****
dark moon sky…
between me, the twinkling stars
and candlelight
*****
cloudy midnight
full moon with stars
still awake
*****
starlit sky-I feel lighted
amongst them
*****
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tribal dance-the moon steps with
everyone
*****
firecrackers-a snapshot of
big-bang
*****
chestnut moon-birthday pudding makes
the baby smile
*****
hanging fruits-the boy jumps to
catch the sky
*****
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foreign land
amongst all strangers
a known moon
*****
moonlit sky
the kids pick up slices
of the star fruits
*****
Merry Christmas-the trees sparkle with
twinkling stars
*****
Celebrating New Year with the moon and stars my remote village
*****
receding sun-grief mingles with
darkness
*****
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narrow opening
countless stars
at a close distance
*****
solar eclipse breezing fast with the shifting shadow
*****
the kid counts her finger counts the moon and stars
*****
crescent moon
so much darkness
between stars
*****
dark moon
I become a
distant star
*****
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gravitational waves-devotees chant Om
along the seashore
*****
in space
we all stand together
no fear of falling
*****
ocean edge
sun takes a quick
twilight bath
*****
moonlit night
the tide swells
with romance
*****
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the baby
on mother’s lap-moon from sky
*****
cloudy sky-moving along with
the sun and shade
*****
sound of brooms
reminds me every day-sunrise time
*****
whispering breeze-ripples of sunshine
with resonance
*****
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early dawn
the sun blossoms
with fragrance
*****
flock of sheep-the moon guiding
the evening
*****
midnight past-rain of meteorites
from sleeping sky
*****
virtual presentation-the galaxy spreads
in a confined room
*****
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crescent moon-the old couple embraces
warmth of memories
*****
composing haiga-painting sunlight
with black ink
*****
sliding curtain-distant sun enters
with no difficulty
*****
sunrise—
the blind boy holds
the basketball
*****
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moonlit sky-river carries tenderness
to the sea
*****
dark moon sky
so many twinkles
between breaths
*****
Valentine day-between you and me
a thin moonlight
*****
half-sunset
hills in tender touch
with the sky
*****
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early dusk
black clouds switch off
the light
*****
starry night
owl gazes with
twin moons
*****
zen feeling
both sun and moon
in the sky
*****
moon cycle-hide and seek of
light and dark
*****
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moonless-sound of waves
splits darkness
*****
drawing board
of an extended sky-solar system
*****
an art of shadow-the thin moonlight
in between leaves
*****
crescent moon
a feather stuck in
darkness
*****
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multiple moons-the robot-man on
another planet
*****
sunset time-smooth crossing of birds
across the equator
*****
desert storm-tender moonlight on
newly born camel
*****
full moon
the woman veils
her scars
*****
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milky moon-basaltic rocks
and craters
*****
fallen leaves-collecting colours
and moonlight
*****
rows of trees
the shadow splits
the sun
*****
floating lotus-the moon retains its color
behind dense clouds
*****
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early dawn-between the sun and me
muse of tender breeze
*****
early moonset
so much to speak before
she left smiling
*****
moon night
the cowshed floor
turns milky
*****
twilight sky-the faint sunlight slides
from the trees
*****
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new house-the morning sun
my first guest
*****
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